Resolve all manner of
workplace and employment
disputes efficiently.
Increases productivity,
reduces stress, and improves
morale and staff retention.
Mediations are impartial,
confidential, and have a
success rate of over 86%.

WORKPLACE
and employment

MEDIATION

Contractual Issues
Disagreements over pay,
pensions, bonuses/commission
or other contractual disputes,
including equal pay
and TUPE.

Disciplinary Matters

Staffing Disputes

Disagreements resulting from or
resulting in grievance or
disciplinary proceedings, or
failure to adhere to
company policies.

Disputes between members of
staff, be that colleague to
colleague, colleague to line
manager, or even between
board members.

Working Conditions
Issues including training, safety,
working hours, and the general
working environment which
effect an employees
ability to work.

Workplace and
Allegations
Any situation where there is a
case of actual or perceived
harassment, discrimination of
any kind (sexual, racial,
religious etc) or
bullying.

Tribunals
Any disagreement that has the
potential to end up at an
employment tribunal or be
taken to court. (Or where a
motion has already
been filed)

Employment Disputes
Every person within your organisation is
unique, as are the way in which they manage
their emotions and how they react to different
situations. Your company culture is defined by
their wellbeing, positive and productivity. Any
dispute can cause huge ripple effects across
the company and it is imperative that they are
resolved fairly, quickly and efficiently.
Are you equipped to handle any situation?
What happens when your internal structures
fail? Where will you go for additional support
in managing workplace matters before they
have a catastrophic effect?

Staff Dismissals
Disputes arising over breaches of
contract, unfair or constructive
dismissals, redundancy pay,
gardening leave and
intellectual property.

Recruitment
Issues arising from the
recruitment process and an
applicant not receiving an
actual or perceived level
of due process as
another.

Disciplinary Action

Miscellaneous

Disputes that might otherwise
result in a formal disciplinary
action being taken. Or arising
from such action already
having being taken.

General Employee, Director or
Shareholder disputes
of any nature which are
resulting in an internal
conflict.

Absentees/Returners

Outside of HR

Issues concerning absent
personnel or those that are
expected/caused by
employees returning to
work.

Disagreements amongst
members of staff that have
been unable to be resolved
by HR, or where they
lack insufficient
expertise.
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Did you know?
The standard award for unfair dismissal
is £80,000 (or a year’s salary) but can
be as high as £400k in certain
circumstances!

Avoids the consequences of
potentially being taken to an
employment tribunal.

Statistically the average manager
spends 20% of their time dealing with
and managing conflict in the workplace.

Resolved in a matter of hours,
you and your staff are back to
work quickly & efficiently.

Have your considered the true

Improved staff retention
increases productivity and
reduces recruitment costs.

cost of internal conflict?
✦ Legal/court fees of a tribunal.
✦ Loss of business from managers and
staff involved with disputes.
✦ Cost of employees taking time off for
stress-related sickness.
✦ Cost of covering roles or simply just
losing out on productivity in their
absence.
✦ Cost of losing clients who are
receiving diminishing levels of
customer service.
✦ Recruitment costs of replacing those
involved, the manager who leaves
under undue stress, or other
colleagues indirectly affected by a
dispute.

Mediation is a win-win! It is
impartial, confidential, and all
leave happy with the result!

Bill Andrews is a qualified civil
and commercial Mediator, with
almost 20 years’ commercial and
consultancy experience.
Accredited by both the CMC &
CEDR, he is also a member of
Mediation Network, Clerksroom
Align, the IOD, CILT, IAM, MENSA & the IRP.
He has a relaxed yet engaging approach to
mediation, who is able to think and question parties in
a creative manner, and boasts a 100% settlement.
rate over course of the
past 12 months.
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Outlining the
workplace
mediation
process:
Initial Discussion
Initial liaison with the
referrer of the dispute
where we will discuss
background details of
the issue.

The Mediation
All parties discuss their
issues, work through
problems and work to
agree on an amicable
solution.

Feedback
If agreed by all parties,
feedback may be
provided to others within
the organisation, i.e.
HR, CEO etc.
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Timeline following your decision
to contract BHA Mediation to
manage the workplace dispute.

Private Sessions
Private sessions with
each party to better
understand individual
perspectives and ideal
outcomes.

Agreement
Once a solution has
been found, a settlement
agreement is drawn up
and signed by all
parties.

Follow-up Calls
Check-in after 2-4 weeks
to ensure resolution is
providing effective.
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Choose the plan
which best suits your current
workplace and employment
mediation needs:
LESS COMPLEX

STANDARD

> 20 STAFF

> 50 STAFF

Half Day

Full Day

6 Day

(As Required)

10 Day

(Package)

(Package)

(As Required)
CMC accredited
mediator.
Half day (3 hours)
1/2 hour of prep
work per party.
Phone calls to
each party before
mediation.
Followup calls 2
weeks later.
.

CMC accredited
mediator.
Full day (6 hours)
1 hours of prep
work per party.
Individual
consultations premediation
Followup calls 2
weeks later.

All the benefits of
the standard day.
6 full days of
mediation / year.
Combine multiple
mediations into
one day.
Save 13% per
mediation (£1200
per year!)

All the benefits of
the standard day.
10 full days of
mediation / year.
Combine multiple
mediations into
one day.
Save 23% per
mediation (£3500
per year!)

£799

£1499

£1299

£1149

or £499/party

or £899/party

£600/month

£958/month

(where parties pay individually)

(with 12 month subscription)

(with 12 month subscription)

* Per Mediation

(where parties pay individually)

* Per Mediation

Mediations can be arranged to take place on weekdays or on weekends, typically
from 10am to 5pm with an hour for lunch. (There is an additional charge of £150 per
party for weekend mediations). Prices shown exclude VAT, chargeable at 20%. There
may be additional charges, including but not limited to travel, subsistence and
accommodation. Please read the mediation agreement for more details. The
subscription plan is payable in 12 monthly instalments, and the total package must be
used within 1 year from the date of the first invoice.
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* Per Mediation

* Per Mediation
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